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The first volume compiles the results of an ethnographical research expedition in the Torres Strait, New Guinea, and Borneo.

This volume contains the proceedings of the Fourth Arolla Conference on Algebraic Topology, which took place in Arolla, Switzerland, from August 20-25, 2012. The papers in this volume cover topics such as category theory and homological algebra, functor homology, algebraic -theory, cobordism categories, group theory, generalized cohomology theories and multiplicative structures, the theory of iterated loop spaces, Smith-Toda complexes, and topological modular forms.

Part of the New Perspectives series, this text offers a case-based, problem-solving approach and innovative technology for meaningful learning the new features of this latest version of Microsoft PowerPoint 2003.

The fourth volume concentrates on various traditions in arts and crafts from Torres Strait, New Guinea, and Borneo.

List of members in each volume (except v. 6, new ser., v. 27).

List of fellows in v. 1-5, 7-16, 20-30, 32-33, 35-41, 45; continued since 1908 in the Proceedings, v. 28-

The first five volumes of the new edition of the Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition have been widely heralded as a lasting achievement in the study of western exploration. The sixth volume begins on November 2, 1805, in the second year of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark's epic journey. It covers the
last leg of the party’s route from the Cascades of the Columbia River to the Pacific Coast and their stay at
Fort Clatsop, near the river’s mouth, until the spring of 1806. Travel and exploration, described in the early
part, were hampered by miserable weather, and the enforced idleness in winter quarters permitted detailed
record keeping. The journals portray the party’s interaction with the Indians of the lower Columbia River and
the coast, particularly the Chinooks, Clatsops, Wahkiakums, Cathlamets, and Tillamooks. No other volume in
this edition has such a wealth of ethnographic and natural history materials, most of it apparently written by
Lewis and copied by Clark, and accompanied by sketches of plants, animals, and Indians and their canoes,
implements, and clothing. Incorporating a wide range of new scholarship dealing with all aspects of the
expedition, from Indian languages to plants and animals to geographical and historical contexts, this new
dition expands and updates the annotation of the last edition, published early in the twentieth century.

Part of the New Perspectives series, this text offers a case-based, problem-solving approach and innovative
technology for meaningful learning of Microsoft PowerPoint 2003.

The fifth in a series compiling the results of an ethnographical research expedition in the Torres Strait, New
Guinea, and Borneo. Originally published in 1904, it contains information on the societies and belief
structures of the indigenous peoples living in the western islands of the Strait.

Includes the Proceedings of the Royal geographical society, formerly pub. separately.

Part of the New Perspectives series, this text offers a case-based, problem-solving approach and innovative
technology for meaningful learning of Microsoft PowerPoint 2003.
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